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EVO

7BAR / 101 PSI PRESSURE RANGE
CLASS OF ACCURACY : 0,1

              
            We have managed to get the most of our technology 
     Increased the full scale and greatly improved the accuracy class

HIPREMA 3 EVO is the digital tire pressure gauge that  ensures a perfect tire 
pressure measurement. It is intended and optimized for all  sectors of 
motorsport  where tyre  pressure  can make the difference  in order to reach 
an excellent performance.
HIPREMA is synonymous of  precision, reliability and ease of use.
- PRECISION : maximum error at full scale of 0.1%
- RELIABILITY :  this gauge does not require calibration; whenever you switch 
on it the internal microprocessor automatically performs the procedure in 
order to reach a reliable mesure at 100%.
- EASE OF USE : it is possible to save the pressure of each wheel pressing 
MEM button.  This gauge shows automatically the tyre to measure.

HIPREMA is the unique instrument which is able to save  the values of the 
tyre pressure for each wheel and it allows to compare easily  the pressure 
changes for each wheel directly on the display. For each session, it is possible 
to save 4 cold pressure values and 4 hot  pressure values ( 2 + 2  BIKE 
mode). 
It is possible to use HIPREMA 3 in two modes:
- NORMAL MODE
 It is possible to mesure and adjust the tyre pressures 
             without saving them.
- MEMORY MODE
 Pressing the MEM button, it is possible to save in sequence 
             the hot and cold pressures in order to have  the possibiliy to 
             compare on the display the changes  having during the the 
             performance of race.
 HIPREMA can save a maximum of 15 sessions.



   ACCESSOIRES
             Instrument case www.prismaelectronics.com

    Pressing MEM button for  5 seconds 
        it is possible change mode from
            CAR to BIKE or viceversa 

 SPECIFICATIONS

    Measure resolution : 0,1 BAR - 0,1 PSI

    Class of accuracy : 0,1%

    8 storable pressure values for each set 

    Taratura automatica ad ogni accensione

    Autonomia della batteria maggiore 2 anni

Brass head MICHELIN

Spegnimento dello strumento automatico 

Indication of battery charge

    Test 02 showed 
      on the display

    BAR and PSI pressure unit

    Pressure range : 7 BAR - 101 PSI

    It is not required calibration, it is automatic

      

    Longer battery life - 2 years

Auto power off

EVO

Memory stores 15 complete sets of pressures

High Precision Manometer


